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And JOHN VAND£RVORT 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A LOCAL POULTRY CLUB 
1. Five or more members are required for a local club. They must 
be more than 10 and less than 21 years of age by July 1 of the current 
club year. 
2. Each club must be supervised by a local adult person, known 
as the local club leader. 
3. Members may enroll in: (a ) the egg-setting project, where 
three settings of 15 eggs each is the minimum number of eggs to begin 
with; or (b) the flock-management project, where a minimum of 10 
pullets is required. ­
4. Each member is required to own and personally care for the 
fowls used m the project. 
5. To become "standard" each local club must elect officers, have 
an adult local leader, and plan a program for meetings to cover the 
duration of the project. 
6. Records of the kind, amount, and value of all feeds fed, to­
gether with notes on the care and management of the chicks and items 
of receipts and expenditures, must be kept by each club member. Books 
for keeping these records and a book in which the secretary shall keep 
minutes of club meetings will be furnished by the Agricultural Ex­
tension Service of the College of Agriculture, University of Illinois. 
7. Each member will be required to exhibit at a show arranged by 
the county club committee. 
8. Each member will submit his complete record book to his local 
leader at the end of the project. 
Urbana, Illinois March, 1929 
Printed in furth erance of the Agricultural Extension Act approved by Congress May 8, 1914. 
H. \V. MuMFORD, Director, Agricultural Extension Service, University of Illinois 
A MANUAL FOR POULTRY CLUB MEMBERS 
By E. I. PILCHARD> Specialist in Junior Club Work, and JOHN. VANDERVORT> 
Formerly Extension Specialist in Poultry Husbandry 
~~~~=tOR THE AMBITIOUS BOY OR GIRL interested 
in chicken raising, PouLT.RY CLUB work offers a 
real opportunity to start a profitable enterprise. A 
nice profit can be expected from the farm flock that 
is properly kept. This has been shown by records 
which farmers thruout the state have. kept in co­
operation with the College of Agriculture, Univer­
sity of Illinois. Furthermore club members can make a start in few 
other projects with such a small outlay of ~apital. Then there is 
the added advantage that the bulk of the day-to-day work in poultry 
raising can be done in the morning. This gives PouLTRY CLUB work 
a special appeal for boys and girls who are in school. 
PouLTRY CLu B members also have an unusual chance to show 
what can be done with modern methods and practices. No other kind 
of livestock is so widely kept on Illinois farms as is poultry. Unfor­
tunately, however, hens often do not get the attention that they should, 
because they can pick up much of their living. Too often it is felt 
that if the flock furnishes some meat and eggs during most of the 
year the chickens have paid their board. Profit from the flock is given 
little thought. As a matter of fact, careful records have shown that 
many flocks are kept at a loss and that the owners could better afford 
to sell the hens and buy the eggs and poultry needed for the table . . 
Poultry Requires Detailed Care 
There is no livestock which requires such detailed and careful at­
tention as does poultry. This should be kept in mind if one expects 
to be successful in the business. No flock can be managed profitably 
without the use of good judgment on the part of the caretaker. A 
little extra care during the periods of extremely hot and cold weather 
will return good pay for the time and effort expended. As is true 
w.ith any other class of livestock, careful attention to details often 
makes the difference between a good profit and just getting by. 
No Single Breed Is Always Best 
Breeds are classified into three groups : egg, meat, and general­
purpose. The egg, or light, breeds which are kept mainly for egg pro­
duction include Leghorns, Anconas, and Minorcas. When sold for 
meat, birds of these breeds bring a lower price than those of the heavy 
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FIG. 1.-A Goon START TowARD A 
PAYING BusiNEss 
This boy should have a small flock at 
the end of his first year of poultry club 
work. · 
and general-purpose types. 
Brahmas, Cochins, and Lang­
shans are heavy breeds. Qual­
ity and quantity of meat are 
the considerations when these 
breeds are kept. Ordinarily 
they are slower to mature and 
lay fewer eggs than the other 
breeds. The dual-purpose 
breeds are commonly kept on 
Illinois farms. Such breeds 
as Plymouth Rocks, Wyan­
dottes, Rhode Island Reds, 
and Orpingtons are included 
in this group. 
The best breed is the one 
that appeals to and fits the 
needs of the owner and at the 
same time meets the prefer­
ences of the market where 
eggs and chickens are to be 
sold. As hens ordinarily are 
kept for eggs, the club mem­
bers should start with a breed 
which has been bred for high 
egg production over a period of years. One is safe in making a 
beginning with one of the breeds common to the section of the state 
in which he lives. It has often been said that it is not the breed but 
the str.ain that counts. 
Poor Plan to Mix Varieties 
One should decide on the breed and variety that suits him and 
then stick to it. Mixing varieties is not to be recommended ordinarily. 
Standard-bred poultry is more uniform in size, type, and ~olor than 
mixed stock. Furthermore, the fowls are more attractive to the buyer 
of stock and eggs. Standard-bred poultry also offers the farmer a 
combination of the practical and the profitable. More uniform prod­
ucts can be expected from such chickens. One can take pride in own­
ing a purebred floc~ instead of mongrels. 
Both Eggs and Meat Should Pay 
A record kept on one Illinois farm flock of 125 hens in 1927 
showed an average yield of 138 eggs a hen, with gross egg receipts of 
$4.21 and meat receipts of $1.65 a hen. Many individual hens made 
even better records. Such a uniformly high return from both eggs and 
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meat can be obtained under good management from such breeds as 
Plymouth Rocks, Rhode Island Reds, and Wyandottes. A summary 
of 234 records kept on Illinois farms in 1925 showed that the average 
egg receipts were $2.46 a hen and meat receipts $1.09 a hen, while the 
corresponding figures for 264 records kept in 1926 were $2.37 and 
$1.31 respectively. 
Two Phases of Poultry Club Work 
PouLTRY CLUB work is organized on a two-year basis. Whil~ 
there is opportunity for learning much about poultry raising in the 
first year's work, there are even greater opportunities to learn and to 
make a profit in the second year's work. A member should therefore 
enroll with the intention of continuing thru both years. The two 
years of PouLTRY CLUB work are divided as follows: 
1. Egg-Sett-ing Project.-The work required in this project con­
sists of securing three settings ( 45) of eggs or 50 day-old chicks from 
a standard-bred flock, and keeping a record of chicks hatched, raised, 
and sold and feeds fed. 
2. Flock-Management Project.-The work of this project starts 
as soon as the chicks raised from the first year's work are large enough 
to house and feed for egg production. A minimum of 10 pullets is 
required. Members who go on with the poultry work following the 
two years prescribed continue with the flock-management project. 
EGG SETTING 
Buying Eggs Best Way to Start 
Ordinarily it is a wise plan for the club member to buy eggs for 
his start in the poultry business. In the first place this is an economical 
method. Then too when chicks are bought to be placed with hens 
there is more danger of the hen disowning them than when she hatches 
the chicks herself. In order to have enough mature birds the second 
year for a profitable enterprise, the club member should have as many 
as three settings with which to begin. As a rule it takes two eggs to 
get one chick and three chicks to get one pullet at maturity. On the 
average, therefore, five to six eggs must be incubated for each pullet 
raised. On that basis three settings would furnish eight or nine pullets 
to be used in the flock-management project, which is the second-ye.ar 
work for PouLTRY CLUB members. 
Wise to Check Source of Eggs 
One cannot hope to be successful in raising chicks unless the eggs 
from which they are hatched are from a vigorous, healthy flock~ 
Mortality of young chicks is usually heavy if they come from 
diseased stock. For this reason it is essential that eggs which are 
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purchased come from a flock which is free from such highly infectious 
diseases as bacillary white diarrhea and tuberculosis. 
To insure the most rapid improvement in quality of stock and 
average egg production, the breeding birds must be hens which have 
gone thru at least one year of laying, and so have had a chance to 
demonstrate their egg-laying ability. It cannot be predicted with any 
degree of certainty just how good a layer a. pullet will be. Further­
more, pullets are likely to lay smaller eggs than hens. Small eggs pro­
duce small chicks which are handicapped at the start. A good-sized, 
vigorous chick is the first essential in successful chick-raising. 
FrG. 2.-VIGORous, HEALTHY CHICKS ARE THE FouNDA­
TION FOR A VIGOROUS FLOCK 
Chicks such as these come only from healthy, well­
bred flocks. They are a big factor in making poultry 
keeping a success. 
Early-Hatched Pullets Pay Best 
Late-hatched pullets are ·not likely to be so profitable as those 
hatched early, as the former do not start laying at the time of high­
est egg prices in late fall and early winter. Furthermore chicks can­
not make the best growth if started during hot weather. Another im­
portant consideration is the fact that early broilers are more profitable 
than those hatched late. 
It is a safe plan during a normal season to hatch heavy dual­
purpose breeds, such as Orpingtons, Plymouth Rocks, and Rhode Is­
land Reds, between March 1 and April 15 and light breeds, such as 
Anconas and Leghorns, some time before May 15. Owing to the 
variation in climate, chicks can be hatched two to three weeks earlier 
in southern Illinois than in the northern part of the state. 
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Hatching Eggs Highly Perishable 
Poor hatches are often the result of improper selection and care 
of eggs. In general, eggs used for hatching should be of the size, 
shape, and color desired for the market. All eggs which .are too small, 
long, or narrow should be discarded. Those with porous shells ·evapo­
rate rapidly and so are not likely to hatch. As a rule, hatches are best 
from eggs held no longer than five days. 
If one is saving eggs for hatching from his own or his parents' 
flock, it is a safe rule to gather them at least twice daily in order to 
lessen the chances of their becoming chilled, dirty, or broken. A tem­
perature of somewhere between 40° and 60° F. is suitable for holding 
eggs. It is unwise to wash eggs to be used for hatching purposes. 
Not All Hens Make Good Mothers 
It is a mistake to believe that all broody hens are equally desirable 
for hatching purposes. Broken and chilled eggs, as well as trampled 
chicks, often are the result of nervous, clumsy, or otherwise undesir­
able hens. The medium-sized birds, such as Plymouth Rocks, Rhode 
Islanq Reds, and Wyandottes, are usually satisfactory. The hen 
which is chosen should not be clumsy and should have a quiet dispo­
sition. In order to make sure that she means business it is safe to let 
her sit for as long as three days on china eggs. Ordinarily not more 
than 15 eggs should be placed under a hen. 
Cool, Quiet Place Is Best for Nest 
The nest for the hen should be located in a cool, sanitary place 
where other hens cannot disturb her. Care should be . taken to clean 
and disinfect thoroly the nest box and building in which it is located, 
to keep mites away. If these blood-sucking parasites gain headway, 
they may very easily kill the setting hen unless she deserts her nest to 
escape them. 
A nest should not be so shallow that the chicks will fall out at 
hatching time nor so deep that the hen will have to jurpp on the eggs 
when entering the nest. 
It is a common practice to place the nest on the floor with a hol­
lowed-out piece of sod used in the bottom of the box to supply mois­
ture. Straw or hay make suitable material to place on top of the sod. 
This should be rounded into shape to keep the eggs from rolling out 
of the nest. 
Lice Control Should Start Early 
The hen should be given a thoro louse treatment before being 
placed on the nest and once or twice during the hatching period. So­
dium fluorid is a good louse powder and can be applied safely and 
easily by putting a pinch under the vent, under each wing, on the back 
and in the fluff, as well as at the base of the tail and neck. The powder 
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should be worked into the feathers. It may harm the little chicks if 
used too freely at hatching time. 
Hard Grains Best for Hen's Feed 
Whole grains, such as corn and wheat, make the most desirable 
feed for the setting hen. Mash and soft feeds may cause looseness of 
the bowels, and dirty eggs are likely to result. Plenty of grit and 
fresh water should be available when the hen leaves the nest each day. 
If she is of quiet disposition, it will be unnecessary to confine her to 
FIG. 3.-SMALL PEN SUITABLE FOR STARTING CHICKS 
By tacking chick wire on a frame, this poultry club 
member has made a pen which can be moved easily. 
the nest except when the eggs are hatching, which is a critical time in 
the incubation of the eggs. If she shows signs of being restless, the 
chicks should be removed from the nest after drying off and placed 
in a warm plaee until the hatch is complete. 
Cleanliness of Coop Comes First 
A coop large enough to accommodate comfortably a hen and as 
many as 15 chicks should be about 2Y2 by 2Y2 feet in size. One can be 
made easily from a dry-goods box or from material which can be 
picked up around the farmstead. It should be tight and dry, with no 
chance for rats to reach the chicks. Old coops should be thoroly 
cleaned by brushing and scrubbing the floor and walls with a lye 
solution which is near the boiling point. This solution can be made by 
adding 1 ounce of lye to 2~ gallons of water. After this cleaning 
process the coop should be disinfected with some satisfactory coal-tar 
disinfectant and allowed to dry before the chicks are put into it. 
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A small amount of sand over which is 
placed cut alfalfa, clover, or straw makes 
a satisfactory floor covering. To provide 
clean and sanitary quarters and help pre­
vent disease, the coop should be cleaned 
as often as once a week and fresh litter 
provided. Dusty chaff is not desirable 
material for litter. Moldy litter also 
should not be used. 
Some provision should be made for 
ventilating the brood coop. Chicks will 
not grow best in hot, stuffy quarters. 
Fine-mesh hardware cloth can be used to 
cover small openings near the top of 
the coop. 
FIG. 4.-SIMPLE HOMEMADE Clean Ground Insures Success 
WINDBREAK 
Many of the losses from diseases andA board panel, such as 
used on a corn huskers' parasites among both the young and 
wagon, is propped against mature stock can be prevented if clean 
the brood coop to protect ground is used. The brood coop should 
the chicks from strong be moved to a clean area, preferably
winds. 
where no fowls of any age ranged the 
previous season. The chick range should 
be at a reasonable distance from the hen house and mature fowls. In 
order to keep the chicks confined to a definite place it may be nec­
essary to use fencing. Chicks will not do well ordinarily if they have 
to run over ground contaminated by the hens or if forced to com­
pete with them for feed. 
Small Pen Large Enough at First 
In order to prevent the chicks from wanqering too far away from 
the brood coop and getting lost, they should be confined to a small 
pen for the first few days. If wide boards are used for fencing the 
yard, the chicks will be protected from strong winds and yet can get 
in direct sunlight. This yard can be enlarged as the chicks grow older 
and removed entirely when they are able to find their way back to the 
coop. Yarding should be continued if there is danger of the chicks 
. running with the mature flock. The mistake should not be made of 
keeping the chicks too closely· confined on bare yards contaminated 
with disease or parasitic organisms. 
Chicks Should Be Moved Cautiously 
Chicks should be left in the nest or in a warm place long enough 
to become fluffed out and active before being moved to the brood coop. 
They should be transferred in such a way that there is no possible 
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chance of chilling them. Trouble may occur if the chicks fill up on 
chaff, sand, or other indigestible material. For this reason it is a wise 
plan to keep them away from the brood coop until they are ready to 
be fed. 
No Feed Needed for Few Days 
There is in the chick's body at hatching time a reserve food supply 
in the form of unabsorbed yolk. Hence chicks do not need to be fed 
im~ediately after hatching. Rest and sleep are more important than 
food during the first 36 to 48 hours. It is a good plan to let the young 
chicks get hungry before feeding them the first time. By feeding as 
many as five times daily and giving the chicks an amount that they will 
clean up in about twenty to thirty minutes, the danger from overeating 
is lessened. 
Clean wheat bran and rolled oats make desirable first feeds for 
the chicks. If either of these is used, a dry mash should be added 
gradually after the third day until at the end of the first week the 
chicks are getting the mash without the extra bran or rolled oats. 
Milk Makes Chicks Grow Rapidly 
Some form of milk is valuable for starting young chicks and 
should be fed when available. If skim milk or buttermilk is not avail­
able, it is practical in some cases to feed whole milk. If liquid milk 
is not available, it may pay to buy a substitute in the form of con­
densed buttermilk or dried milk product. If the chicks have all of the 
milk that they can drink at all times, they will not need water for the 
first few weeks. Either sweet or sour milk may be fed with equally 
good results. 
All vessels u~ed for, feeding water and milk should be easy to 
clean and so protected as to keep the chicks from getting into the 
liquid. Known cases of poisoning from feeding sour milk in metal 
containers are rare. The essential thing to consider is keeping the con­
tainer thoroly clean. 
The following mixture, all parts by weight, is satisfactory, pro­
vided the ingredients are fine enough and of good quality : 
2 parts best grade bran 
1 part flour middlings or standard wheat middlings 
1 part rolled oats or sifted ground oats 
1 part finely ground yellow corn 
1 part finely ground meat scrap 
( Add to this mixture 1 percent of salt) 
If the chicks are given all the milk that they will drink, the meat 
scrap may be omitted. In that case one-fourth part of bone meal 
should be added. 
As a rule it is safe to let the chicks have the mash before them 
after they are allowed out of doors. Chicks which are confined are 
more likely to overeat than those on range. 
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Shallow Trough Best for Mash 
A homemade shallow trough 6 inches wide, 3 feet long, and 1J2 
inches deep makes a satisfactory container for mash. Plenty of hopper 
space should be provided to give each chick a chance to eat enough 
mash. In order to prevent chicks from scratching mash from the · 
FIG. 5.-SHALLOW FEEDING TROUGH FOR SMALL CHICKS 
Chicks can reach the feed easily when a trough of this type is 
used for feeding mash. 
boxes, half-inch-mesh hardware cloth should be fitted in the boxes on 
top of the mash. 
The ingredients of the mash mixture do not need to be so finely 
ground after the chicks are six weeks of age. When the chicks are 
eight to ten weeks old, one part of bran may be eliminated. 
Along with the mash ration, the following grain mixture should 
be fed (all parts by weight) : 
.s parts finely cracked corn 
3 parts finely cracked wheat 
2 parts pinhead oats 
At the start a little of the grain mixture can be placed on boards 
so that the chicks can find it easily. .From a sanitation standpoint it is 
safer to feed both grain and mash in hoppers or boxes rather than in 
unclean litter. Grain fed to chickens out of doors should be scattered 
on a clean area as often as is practical and possible. Clean feed should 
be a major consideration in any sanitation plan. Diseases and para­
sites can be spread easily thru feed which has come in contact with 
filthy litter and soil. 
All-Mash Feeding Plan Practical 
Chicks may be raised very successfully by what is known as the 
all-mash method of feeding. It has the advantage of requiring little 
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skill, less labor than the grain and .mash system, and of reducing to a 
minimum the likelihood of contaminating the feed from ground that 
is unclean. 
The Wisconsin all-mash ration has given splendid results on many 
farms and is made up as follows (all parts by weight) : 
Ground yellow corn......... . ........ .. ..................... 80 parts 
Wheat middlings. ; .......................................... 20 parts 
Chick-size raw bone meal (50% calcium phosphate) ......... 5 parts 
Chick-size limestone or oyster shell (calcium carbonate) ..... 5 parts 
Salt. .. .... ................................................. 1 part 
(With skim milk to drink in place of water) 
FIG. 6.-WATER AND MASH SHOULD BE AVAILABLE AT ALL TIMES 
A simple ration, containing the elements essential to growth and 
health, should be kept before young chicks continually. 
The all-mash ration used at the Illinois Station does not require 
milk and is therefore recommended for use when skim milk is not 
available. It consists of the following (all parts by weight) : 
Ground yellow corn................. ....... ................. 50 parts 
Wheat bran............. ... ................. . ............... 15 parts 
Wheat middlings . ......... .... .- ............................. 15 parts 
Meat scrap .................... . ....... .... ............. .. .. 19 parts 
Salt .....·................................. ." ............ ... .. 1 part 
When the chickens are eight weeks of age the meat scrap is re­
duced to 14 pounds in 100, and at sixteen weeks of age to 9 pounds 
in 100, with a corresponding increase in the amount of yellow corn to 
55 and 60 pounds respectively. 
Complicated Rations Not Needed 
A simple ration will grow good chickens provided it contains all 
of the essentials for growth and health. It is not enough, however, to 
provide just mash and grain. 
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A lack of vitamins in the ration prevents growth and lowers the 
vitality of the chick. An absence of vitamin A causes a disease which 
resembles the common roup of fowls. Sore eyes, with occasional 
blindness, are common symptoms. Chickens given a ration containing 
plenty of green feed and yellow corn should not suffer from this 
trouble. Whenever possible chicks should have access to green feed, 
as it is a valuable addition to the ration. 
When chicks are given the recommended rations, including green 
feed and wheat or its products, they seldom lack vitamin B, and if 
allowed to run out in direct sunlight, there is little danger of their 
being undernourished. 
Both Vitamins and Minerals Needed 
It is commonly believed that chicks will not have leg weakness if 
they get their feet on the ground, but it has been demonstrated that 
normal chickens can be grown indoors on boards, thus proving that the 
earth is not a factor to consider. Direct sunlight, however, is a factor. 
The chicks, therefore, should be allowed out of doors a~ soon as pos­
sible. It also is essential to have plenty of minerals in the ration. 
These can be supplied in the form of bone meal or meat scrap contain­
ing bone, limestone grit, ·and salt. Calcium and phosphorus cannot be 
properly deposited in the bones unless the chicks are allowed out in 
direct sunlight or are given a substitute for it. When chicks must be 
kept indoors longer than 10 days, therefore, it is advisable to add cod­
liver oil to the ration at the rate of 1 to 2 percent. A satisfactory 
method of feeding the oil is to mix it well into the mash. It will mix 
more easily if it has been warmed by placing the container in hot 
water for 15 to 20 minutes. 
Raw eggs fed at the rate of one egg daily to each thirty chicks 
are also beneficial in preventing leg weakness. Eggs fed to chicks 
should be boiled unless laid by hens which have been pronounced free 
from bacillary white diarrhea. 
Summer Months Bring New Problems 
The young chicks need good care not only at the start but also 
during the hot summer months in order to develop into profit makers. 
A suitable growing ration should be kept before them continually. 
Chicks grow rapidly for the first few weeks and it may be neces­
sary to provide larger roosting quarters as well as larger water and 
feed containers. 
More ventilation will be needed as the weather becomes warmer. 
Stunted pullets and cockerels result when chicks are crowded into hot, 
stuffy brood coops. Openings in front and rear of the coop will allow 
a free circulation of air. These can be covered with wire netting to 
prevent enemies from reaching the chicks. Young stock should be 
encouraged to roost in the trees, particularly if the coop is .small and 
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ample ventilation and roosts cannot be provided. Wheneve·r possible 
low roosts ·should be placed in the coop to prevent chicks from crowd­
ing into the corners. 
Mites breed rapidly in dirty coops during the hot summer months. 
The coops should be cleaned as often as once a week and disinfected 
frequently. Every precaution also should be taken to prevent the 
chicks from becoming infested with internal parasites. These get a 
foothold usually after the chicks are half grown and one believes his 
troubles are over. Moving the coop to new ground will help avoid 
trouble. Another suggestion which will bear repeating is that grain 
should not be scattered on bare, contaminated ground. Chicks should 
never have access to manure heaps, barnyards, and stagnant puddles 
of water. 
Pullets Do Better by Themselves 
Cockerels ordinarily can be left with the pullets until ready to be 
sold as broilers. Pullets grow better away from the c"ockerels, how­
ever, after they reach a weight of about a pound and a half or two· 
pounds. 
If the cockerels are not too closely related to the pullets, a few of 
the best ones may be held for breeders. When they are selected at 
this age, about twice as many must be kept as are needed for the 
breeding pen. The few that are saved can be handled from time to 
time and those which show undesirable characteristics. discarded. The 
ones to keep are those which grow rapidly. A good-sized, bright comb 
and a clean-cut head indicate strong male characteristics and good 
vigor. Birds showing disqualifications, such as stubs on the legs and 
such defects as lopped combs, should be sold as broilers. 
Fattening Broilers Often Pays 
Usually broilers will make economical gains if closely confined 
and fed a fattening ration for ten days. A simple ration consists of 
two parts of corn meal and one of shorts, by weight. This should be 
mixed with buttermilk or skim milk in the form of a batter. Starving 
the birds for 24 hours helps to get them started on feed. When feed­
ing is resumed, the birds should be fed sparingly for a day or two in 
order to keep them hungry. The common rule is to feed two or three 
times daily an amount that will be cleaned up in about thirty minutes. 
Care must be taken in marketing broilers that have been fattened in 
this manner as they are easily bruised when shipped alive. Shrinkage 
is likely to be heavy and it is best to sell such fowls on a local market. 
Feeding ]onger than ten da~s is not advisable. 
High Condition Desired on Pullets 
Growing pullets should be encouraged to eat lots of feed in order 
to be of good size and in a plump condition by the time laying begins. 
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Plenty of grain, particularly yellow corn, as well as additional corn 
meal in the mash, will help get them in the right condition and help 
them gain rather than lose weight when starting to lay. 
Early Housing Is Sound Practice 
Sudden changes in environment are likely to upset pullets and 
throw them out of production after they have started to lay. For this 
reason it is wise to place them in winter quarters when several begin 
to show signs of laying. Pullets which are kept out of doors and al­
lowed to roost in the trees until late fall during damp, cold weather 
are likely to have roup a.nd colds. 
FIG. 7.-A PRIZE-WINNING FLOCK 
Such a group of pullets gave this boy a good start for 
the second year of poultry club work. 
FLOCK MANAGEMENT 
Second-Year Phase of Poultry Club Work 
The manual thus far has been designed primarily for club mem­
bers enrolled in the egg-setting project, the · first-year phase of PouLTRY 
CLUB work. The member who carefully follows these instructions 
should have enough pullets to continue in the second-year phase, known 
as the flock-management project. It offers greater opportunities for 
experience and profit. 
Records kept by many club members in the flock-management proj­
ect have shown profits of $40 to $75 and, in a few instances, more 
than $250. If the member has not succeeded in raising the required 
number of ten pullets from his first year's work, it will be to his ad­
vantage to buy the number needed and continue in the second-year 
phase of this project. 
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The remainder of this circular will be devoted to a discussion of 
more advanced problems which will be met by those who continue in 
PouLTRY CLUB work. 
Clean House Is Disease Barrier 
A clean house is the first essential in good poultry management. 
Clean, healthy pullets cannot be expected to remain so if placed in a 
filthy hen house which is likely to harbor worm eggs and disease germs. 
If the house is an old one, it should be cleaned before the pullets 
are moved into it. Every step in the cleaning should be a thoro one. 
All fixtures and utensils, such as nests, roosts, and water dishes, should 
be removed, cleaned, and placed out of doors· in the sunlight. Dropping 
boards and nests should be cleaned and all litter and manure scraped 
from the floor. Sweeping the floors, side walls, and ceiling should 
follow, after which a thoro scrubbing should be given the interior of 
the house with water and lye at the rate of 1 pound of lye to 40 gal­
lons of water. Disinfection should not take place until after this clean­
ing and the house has dried. The last step includes replacing the fix­
tures and placing clean litter on the floor and fresh material in the 
nests. Houses should be cleaned and new material placed in nests at 
least as often as once a month. 
Hens Repay Comfort in Housing 
If a new house is needed or if the old one is to be remodeled, the 
comfort of the hen and the convenience of the caretaker should be 
considered. 
A house should be well ventilated, free from drafts, dry, and well 
lighted. When hens are kept in flocks of less than 100, it is a safe 
rule to allow 4 square feet of floor space for each bird. Plans for a 
good type of house can be obtained from the Farm Mechanics Depart­
ment, University of Illinois. 
The house should face the south to let the maximum amount of 
sunlight shine into it thruout tlie day. By locating the house on a 
slope there will be little danger of surface water reaching the floor. 
Furthermore, the yards · about the house will be kept free of puddles. 
This is necessary in maintaining sanitation. 
A dirt floor is insanitary and unsatisfactory. When disease or 
parasitic troubles occur, thoro cleaning and disinfection of this type 
of floor is difficult. If a house is small enough to be ·moved, it is very 
practical to build a tight, wooden floor. Moving a house onto clean 
ground occasionally will help prevent soil contamination. In the case 
of the larger, immovable house, it is best to have a concrete floor, as it 
is permanent, rat-proof, easy to clean, and dry if properly constructed. 
A hen can withstand cold air in the poultry house if the air is dry. 
Foul, damp air, however, is harmful and may lead to an outbreak of 
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roup or cause frozen combs and wattles. The windows in the front of 
a house may be hinged so that they will swing from the top. If they 
swing in from the top, direct sunlight will reach the birds. In order 
to provide proper ventilation it may be necessary to provide an open 
space in front which can be covered with muslin or burlap during 
stormy, cold weather. Canvas is too closely woven to permit suffi­
cient ventilation. 
Frc. 8.-A STATE PouLTRY CHAMPION WITH HER FLocK 
Louise Riggins, a club member in Adams county, 
who, in her third year of poultry club work, was 
county poultry champion for the third successive year 
and county club champion in addition to being state 
poultry champion. 
Good Equipment Aids Flock Care 
Equipment is a highly important aid in caring properly for chick­
ens and in maintaining comfortable and sanitary surroundings. Club 
members are urged to check up on the equipment in the house and to 
add any which is lacking. 
It is a wise plan to have the roosts on the rear wall of the poultry 
house. This part of the house is farthest from the open front and is 
sheltered more than any other part. The hens will have plenty of 
space on the roosts if 8 to 10 inches is allowed for each bird. Satis­
factory roosts can be made from 2-by-2-inch sticks with corners 
rounded, placed 12 to 14 inches apart. Removable roosts are easier to 
keep free from mites than are stationary ones. 
Dropping boards built under the roosts make it easier to maintain 
sanitation. Furthermore there will be more floor space for the hens. 
Usually the hens do not scratch in a roosting room where no dropping 
boards. are provided and consequently the floor space is wasted. 
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Smooth, matched lumber is best for dropping boards. They should be 
wide enough to catch all of the droppings and yet not so wide as to be 
unhandy to clean. Furthermore, if they project too far toward the 
front of the room, much of the floor space will be darkened. 
The boards should be about 2% to 3 feet from the floor. It is 
essential that they be cleaned often; once each day is not too often. A 
thin layer of superphosphate (acid phosphate) spread on the boards 
after each cleaning will help absorb the moisture in the droppings and 
with them make a good fertilizer. Furthermore, this will prevent 
droppings from sticking to the boards. · 
FIG. 9.-AN INEXPENSIVE AND EASILY CONSTRUCTED 
TYPE oF BROOD CooP 
This sort of coop can be taken apart easily for 
thoro cleaning. 
One Nest to Every Five Layers 
Since it is a wise plan to keep mash before the hens every day in 
the year unless plenty of milk is available, it is essential that it be fed 
in a suitable hopper which is convenient for the birds, so constructed as 
to prevent waste, and large enough to accommodate about one-fourth 
of the birds at one time. The hopper should take up as little floor 
space as possible. It may be so constructed as to hang on the wall, or 
may be set on legs which are high enough to allow hens to work under 
it. About one foot of hopper feeding space should be provided for 
every 5 hens. Plans for a suitable mash hopper may be secured from 
the Farm Mechanics Department. 
Plenty of nests will prevent dirty and broken eggs. A safe rule 
is to provide one nest for every five layers. Nests should be 14 or 15 
inches square. Removable nests are easy to clean. They should be 
cleaned rather often. Plenty of nesting material, such as straw, should 
be provided at all times. · 
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Plenty .of clean, fresh water should be kept before the hens if best 
results in egg production are expected. The container should be placed 
on a stand above the floor in order to keep litter and filth from con­
taminating the water and to conserve floor space. 
Yarding Is Basis of Sanitation 
It is the common belief that hens will not be healthy unless al­
lowed free range. As a matter of fact, much of the trouble from dis­
eases and parasites ·an Illipois farms has been brought about by letting 
chickens .run on the same ground for several years. If they are allowed 
FIG. 10.-SOME SHADE AND CLEAN GROUND ARE ESSENTIAL FOR 
A Goon RANGE 
Most club members can find such a location in the farm 
orchard. 
free range, the entire area about the farmstead becomes contaminated 
and no clean ground is available near the hen house in case trouble 
starts. Depending on remedies is unsafe, particularly when chickens 
cannot be placed on clean ground and in sanitary quarters. 
If two yards are provided, one can be plowed up, cropped, and 
kept free of hens while the second is used as range. The yards should 
be large enough to provide green feed for the flock during the growing 
season. A small, bare yard is an un~atisfactory place for both young 
and old stock. Providing a double yarding system at the start for the 
mature hens will help prevent many of the troubles common to farm 
flocks. 
Lice and Mites Cut Egg Yields 
One important point in keeping up summer egg yield is the control 
of lice and mites. As hot weather approaches these little parasites 
multiply rapidly. Many kinds of lice are found on hens, but for­
tunately their habits are so nearly alike that one method of treatment 
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can be used to control them all. Ordinary lice remain on the hen all 
the time and any substance used to· kill them must be applied to the 
hen. 
The best time for starting a campaign against lice for the entire 
flock is in the late summer or early fall months. Weather conditions 
are favorable, young chicks are fairly well matured, and surplus stock 
has been sold, so there are fewer birds to treat. It is best to treat 
before the molting period, as otherwise the lice which stick on the old 
molted feathers may reinfest the flock. 
One of the most effective and inexpensive methods of treating 
hens for lice is to use sodium fluorid powder. This may be applied 
by the ordinary "pinch" method referred to on page 7 of this circular. 
The hen is held by the feet, head downward, and the powder worked in 
among the feathers on all parts of the body. One pound of sodium 
fluorid when applied by this method will treat approximately 100 hens. 
The sodium fluorid may also be applied by means of a shaker 
made by punching holes in a baking powder can, but this requires more 
material. Considerable material can be saved if it is mixed with four 
parts of flour and the hen is dusted over a large shallow pan. 
Mash Is Good Year-Round Feed 
Without a properly balanced ration a hen cannot be expected to 
lay heavily except during the spring months, the natural season for 
laying. Animal protein should be supplied in the form of skim milk, 
meat scrap, or tankage. When as much milk as 2 gallons for SO hens 
daily is available, no additional animal protein is needed. Since the 
supply of milk that can be used for the hens is likely to be uncertain, 
it is safe . to provide tankage or meat scrap in the mash at the rate of 
5 to 10 percent. 
A satisfactory mash for laying hens can be mixed by wsing the 
following ingredients (all parts by weight) : 
1 part of wheat bran 
1 part of wheat middlings 
1 part of ground corn or corn meal 
1 part of ground heavy oats 
1 part of meat scrap 
(Add 1 percent of salt to this mixture) 
In order to get hens to eat lots of mash, it must be made as palat­
able as possible and kept before them constantly in a large hopper. · 
They like grain better than mash and it is therefore necessary to limit 
the amount of grain they eat. Not more than one-third of the day's 
grain ration should be fed in the morning. 
A suitable grain mixture is as follows: 
5 pounds of corn 
3 pounds of wheat 
2 pounds of oats 
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Hens are forced to exercise if the grain is scattered in the litter 
but when it is fed this way, the litter must be kept clean. 
The following schedule will aid the beginner in determining the 
amounts of grain to feed SO hens at different seasons of the year: 
Month Morning Evening 
November to February........... . ... 1 to 2 qts. 3 to 4 qts. 
March.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 to 1* qts. 3 to 3* qts. 
April and May. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 qt. 2* qts. 
June. . ............... . ........... ····* qt. 2* qts. 
July.................. . ..............% qt. 2* qts. 
August ..............................* qt. 2 qts. 
September and October ............. ·* qt. 1* qts. 
Oyster-shell and some kind of hard grit should be kept before the 
hens. Plenty of fresh water is necessary. 
FIG. 11.-A Goon TYPE OF MASH FEEDER FOR 
A SMALL FLOCK 
The slatted roller on the top prevents the hens 
from standing on the hopper. 
Grain and Mash Not Enough 
Some form of green or succulent feed should be supplied thruout 
the year to the laying hens. Ordinarily it is easy to supply the neces­
sary green feed during the spring and summer months, but a problem 
to provide it in winter. The leaves of properly-cured alfalfa hay make 
a suitable green feed. These leaves can be scraped from the barn floor 
or the hay placed in the pen so that the hens may pick off the leaves. 
Cabbage and mangel-wurzel beets are of value as succulent feed 
and can be stored for winter use. Sprouted oats are well liked by hens 
and rna y be used if desired. 
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Minerals may be present in a ration but not assimilated properly 
unless the birds have access to direct sunlight or are given a substitute 
in the form of cod-liver oil. Keeping the breeding birds out of doors 
during favorable weather in winter will help keep them healthy and 
able to produce eggs of high-hatching quality. 
Keep Check on Broody Hens 
Unless broody hens are to be used for setting purposes, they 
should be treated in such a manner as to bring them back into produc­
tion as soon as possible. Placing these hens in a slat-bottom coop in a 
cool place and feeding them a moistened mash will shorten the broody 
period. Plenty of fresh water as well as a certain amount of green 
feed should be provided each day. The practice of leg-banding a hen 
each time she becomes broody is recommended. A hen carrying as 
many as three or four bands at the end of the summer should be dis­
posed of, as she will not be a profitable egg producer. 
Close Culling Swells Profits 
Culling is not a cure-all for low egg production. If a rapid slump 
in production occurs, one should first check up on feeding and man­
agement before disposing of a large proportion of the flock. 
It is hard to cull hens accurately when they · have not been fed 
properly thruout the spring and summer months. All hens, both good 
and bad, will tend to look alike from the standpoint of molt, pigmen­
tation, and other temporary laying characteristics when they have been 
poorly fed. Hens should be encouraged to eat lots of the recommended 
mash mixture and the amount of grain should be gradually reduced 
as shown in the feeding chart. 
Some of the poor producers will stop laying and start to molt in 
June and July. These hens should be culled out as soon as they stop 
laying. The· best producers, if well fed and managed, will continue to 
lay as late as September and October and at that time the exceptional 
layers can be selected for the breeding pen. 
One should not rely on any one test in picking out the culls. By 
using a combination of all of the tests which can be applied, the flock 
owner can be reasonably sure of distinguishing the good from the poor 
layers. The following chart gives the differences between the laying 
and non-laying hen in various characters: 
. SELECTING FOR PRESENT PRODUCTION 
Character Layer Non-layer 
Vent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moist, large, oblong, dilated Dry, small, round, contracted 
Comb. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Large (relatively), soft, · . Small, shrunken, harsh, pale 
bright, red 
Pelvic bones......... Wide apart, flexible Close together, rigid 
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SELECTING FOR pAST PRODUCTION 
Character Good layer Poor layer 
Vent................ White (bluish) Slightly tinted with yellow 
Eyelids.............. Thin, edges white Thick, edges tinted with 
yellow 
Ear lobes (Leghorns) White Tinted with yellow 
Beak................ White Yellow 
Shanks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . White, flat, thin Yellow, round 
Plumage......... .... Worn, dirty, close-feathered Signs of molt, loose­
feathered 
JUDGING RATE OF PRODUCTION 
Character High Rate Low Rate 
Pelvic bones ........ . Tips thin Tips thick 
Capacity (between 
pelvics and keel) .. . 4 to 5 fingers 2 fingers 
Body shape ......... . Wide, flat, carrying width Narrow, tapering at base of 
to base of tail tail, fat back 
Abdomen. . . . . . . . . . . . Soft, pliable, full Fatty, hard, contracted 
Skin .. . ............. . · Soft, thin, loose Hard, thick, harsh, tight 
Head........ . ....... Well-proportioned, free Crow, masculine or beefy 
from excess fat and skin, 
bright eye, refined 
Late Layers Best for Breeders 
Increased egg production in a flock is brought about by mating 
hens which have been high producers with males from high-producing 
families. After the poor lay~rs have been culled during the summer 
months, there will be a few outstanding hens which keep laying thru 
September and possibly later than the first of October. Such hens, if 
desirable from the standpoint of color, type, size, and freedom from 
disqualifications, should be leg-banded and used in the breeding pen. 
If suitable males are not raised on the farm, males from a high-pro­
duction strain should be secured to mate with these selected hens. 
Keeping the Poultry Record Book 
An important part of the work of every poultry club member is 
his record. The Poultry Record Book furnished by the Agricultural 
Extension Service has been prepared for this purpose. From such a 
record of feed costs, expense, and receipts, and the record of the 
growth of the chicks, the club member will have a source of infor­
mation to guide him in his future poultry enterprise. 
In order that club members may see what their records should 
show and may understand more clearly how to proceed with the work 
of keeping them, the following sample pages from a well-kept Poultry 
Record Book are included here. 
FEEDS ~ ALL MEMBERS MUST KEEP TIHS RECORD 
I. Enter all feeds fed in Table :1. 
2. Weighing up enough feed to last for a week <Jr more will save time and la~or. 
After weighing ke<p this supply ~eparate from other feeds and record the 
amount. When this method is followed it is not necessary to keep daily records. 
3. When kitchen waste and milk are fed, they should be entered in the record at:~:.::::.~~-~::-::~= regular (weekly or monthly) intervals. 
4. Consult you r county ltader before determining the price and nlue of home­
Date record started..m..~_./11../..Date record ended...................................._ grown feeds .. Purchased feeds should be entered at actual cost. 
TABLE 3.-FEEDS FEDTABLE I.-INVENTORY 
I Beginning of project I Close o f projectItems ~~Ou~'t \ ~~~~ J Value ~~Ou~rt J ~;~~)f ' V.aluc 
Rul <stat< I < J _!_I_ • · .L.2 I~.J- • _I_ • I • 
Land used for poultry ~J-A....-.L,----=-=~~---(!~_,._.,._..k -
Layi•:a ho uses ~~~-~~-=-~~~q_-1~1-== 
Kind offeed ~~ 
--· ---
Da.tc 






~1-!-- ·--·-­ (nFeed on hanc! for poultry 
--t=l-1-l=I-EEI=-= 
Straw or other li1ter ~ ·--­
l neubators -~-~--Brooders 
Sprayer I __l_-=..~-~-___z~ 
Wateringequipmcnt ____2______ __ __..J..a. 
Miscellancouscquipment ----'--------
Egjts on hand 
Tot11/s 1oi l li'S" I i 13~ l to 
These two pages are taken from the Record Book of a poultry club member. They show two 
essentials of a good record-the making of an INVENTORY at the beginning of the year of the 
stock and equipment on hand and the keeping of an accurate account of the FEEDS FED the flock. 
TABLE 6.-CROWTH RECORD 
TABLE 2.-HATCHING R,ECORD 
Da te set Number of 
c ggssc.t 




















.A ().-..cL. A: 
~a:ti/ INumber of 
'11:.1;:.8,.,~ c.ggs se t 

















Toto/ 1· r.,., r 
TABLE 7.-INCOME 






















The development of the flock is shown by the GROWTH RECORD.. In order to keep such a 
record, the chicks must be weighed periodically. The HATCHING RECORD should be kept for each 
of the settings. Products sold, together with the INCOME derived from them, should be entered 
promptly. N (Jl 
TABLE 4.-MONTHLY FLOCK RECORD 
Number of hens Number of eggs 
Month In Sold or 
Aock Died Laid Sold Used Set 
Totolr 1--1--1--1--•--•--
TABLE 5.-0THER EXPENSES' 
Dat~ Items Cost 
~~~ F-."t; , I I~ 
Toto/ I 1'711 
1 R~cord •ucb upcnsn u ve:tttinary feu, medicine, uc. Do not i.Adudc (Oft of p(tmancnt impro,·cmcnu. I 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT ~ 
Runpts 
Inventory at end of project (Table I) ..... .. . ; .... ; .. .. .. . ... $.....J.J.1..!./(?. 
Poultry sold or used (Table 7) .. . ...... ... ....• ... ..... .. .. .$ ... _._./§;....( .+. 
Eggs sold or used (Table 7) ........... ... ...... .... .. ......$.........2.J.•.Q...O... 
Miscellaneolli income (Table 7) ... . .. . 
Total rtceipts .... : . .- .. ~ ....................... .f, ....J.7J•. -7-k.. 
Expt,.sts 
Inventory at beginning (Table I) . . .....• . ... ............... f, ....L..O....'l:...S..~ 
Value of feeds fed (Table 3) ..... ..... . ... ... ... . .. .... .. . . . $.....•..) ..3. .•. ..<J..3.. (") 
;1 
Other ·cash expenses (Table () 
~ 
t"' 
Total expenses ...... : . ..... . ... .... .. . .. . . . . .... f, ...J .$....~!•• 1:..$. > ~ 
z 
w 
w:::i::~~:·:;:~z::·~~~:::::·:::: ::::: ::::::: :: :.::::::::: : ' : :::!J;~~f:·: :: ~ (Jl 
Here we have a sample of the FLOCK RECORD which is made each month and Of the ·FINAN­
CIAL STATEMENT which is made at the end of the year. The financial statement is the member's 
method of measuring the profitableness of his enterprise. No Record Book is complete until this state­
ment is filled out. 
ENTERING THE SHOWS 
Every poultry club member should plan to show a few of 
his best birds at his local fair or poultry show. It gives him an 
opportunity to compare his specimens with others and determine 
to some extent the quality of the ones he ha raised. One should 
not consider the premium money or ribbon the only reward. 
Showing fowls and attending shows will give the club member 
valuable experience which cannot be obtained in any other way. 
A study of the "American Standard of Perfection" will be a 
great aiel to one who is planning to show birds. It gives a com­
plete description of all breeds including size, type, and color. 
Furthermore, all disqualifications and defects are described. 
Birds which are to be shown should be carefully examined 
in order to avoid showing those with disqualifications or serious 
defects. Cooping bird a few clays prior to the show will tame 
them so that they will make a better appearance before the judge. 
White birds really should be washed before showing. Farm­
ers' Bulletin No. 1115 of the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
contains direction for doing this. 
